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SUMMARY OF SNOW COMPACTION TESTS 
1952-53 WINTER, KAPUSKASING, CANADA 

by 

Field Operations and Analysis Branch 
Project FOA 53-4 

FOREWORD 

This report is based on an analysis of data obtained during the 
1952-53 Snow Compaction Trials conducted at Kapuskasing_, Canada, A similar 
report of these tests has been prepared by the representatives of DED, ERDL, 
BuDOCKS and RCAF and distributed as a class_ified DED report (1952-53 )*. Both 
reports are in general agreement. Where there are apparent disagreements 
possible reasons for the difference in interpretation of results.are 
presented. 

It is apparent from a study of both reports that insufficient 
. data were available for a satisfactory evaluation of the processes used. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally known that, if snow is intensively mixed before it 
is compacted, the hardness or bearing capacity usually continues to increas::~ 
for some time after compaction. This process is commonly referred to as ag,~ 

hardening. At the present time the hardness of: a snow cover as measured with 
a rammsonde is used as an index of its strength or trafficability, The 
ultimate hardness attained by the snow is -determined by the type of.compac~ 

. tion process used, the thermodynamic-and mechanical ptoperties of the snow, 
and the ~ir temperatures. It is necessary to measure as many of these 
factors as possible in ~rder.to evaluate compaction processes. 

It is desirable to measure both the temperature and density of 
snow when measuring the hardness, since they have such a.great influence on 
hardness. Data·iq the literature indicate that processing of snow at low 
temperatures resQlts in greater hardness than processing at higher temper
atures (Soviet Commission for Airfields and Roads, 1949). If. two snow cove.:·s 
at temperatures of· -5°C and -20°C are processed by two different methods 
and the resulting hardness of the -20°C snow is greater than that of the 
-5°C snow, the most effective processing method c~nnot be determined unless 
the actual variation in snow temperature during processing and hardening 
can oe evaluated. 

*See bibliography at end of paper for references • 
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It is also necessary to measure air temperature, relative humid~ty, 
and wind velocity during the period following the compaction process, s:i,nce 

~ large changes in the meteorological factors and larg~ differences in temper
ature betwe~n the snow and air may affect the hatdening of the snow. Tests 
made at the Centra).: Sierra Snow_ Laboratory, California, where la;rge diurnal 
temperature changes are common, indicate that a :relationship exists b~tween 
the surface hardness of snow and amount of change in air. temperat~re. Work 
done by the Russians (Shakov, 1952) indicates that ~eration of snow during 
the mixing process decr~ases its Q.ardn,~ss, which suggests that prc:>cessing of 
snow on windy days may b~ les~ effective than processing on calm days, or . 

,j that :proc,essing should be done· in a confined space~ · 

... 

'I~ pl.anni~g experimental work, it is desirable. to reduce the 
number. of dep~ndent variables to a. minimum .. In snow compaction :Pfoqesses, 
the harQ.ness.of snow is the depenqei1,t va+iable, while the properties o:f the 
air and snow and the type a!l.d number of pieces of equipment and number of 
operations used ~re ·independent variab1es, This can be shown as 

H = f ( ~a' .Atf3, ta, 11a, Va, ts~j)~, e1, e21 e~) _ 

where H ~ ha.rdness of snow. 

6ta, 4ts = change in air and spow temp~rature between processing &~d 
h1:3,rdening •. 

t h v = temperature, humidity, a~d velocity of air 
·.a' a' a 

t
8

, /i~ = ternper~ture and density of s~ow .. 

e
1

, e
2

, e
3
, ::: type o;f' e~uipment used. 

The prope~ies of air a~d snow are variables which ar.e always 
present an~ cannot be eliminate~, so th~t a record of tneir values is 
required during all tests. 

The type and pumber of pieces of equipment and.tl:le number of 
operations used are variable$ which.cari be controlled 130 that the effect of 
each type and/or combination of eq~ipment and ope~at~on on tne hardness of· 
snow can be determined. · · 

TESTS 

The snow ~ata obtained during tne 1952-53 snow compaction tests at 
Kapuskasing, Canada, hav~ been analyzed to obt~in in~o~tion on the ~elativP. 
effectiveness of both ind,ividua.l and combin~tions of equipment in producing 
hard snow. About 1.38 tests using 100 _differer+t compaqt~o~ processes were 
~de under va~ious meteorological conditions at Kapuskasing in 1953~ In 
94 of thes.e tests, tl!.~ hardness of processed f3UOW was measured wi t};l a 
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rammsonde 24 hours after processing. 

The frequency distribution of ram-hardness values. in these tests, 
24 hours after the end of compaction, is shown in Figure 1. Only 35 of 94 
tests resulted in snow with a hardness greater than 400. A ram-hardness_ o:t' 
300 to 400 has been found to be the minj.mum required for a traffic -support·' ng 
road. The importance of evaluating previous trials as an aid in the pla.pn ... ng 
of future tests is shown by the small number of processing operations whicii 
actually produced satisfactorily hardened snow~ 

Ram Hardness 

The mean ram hardness of the various strips used in determining 
the relation between hg.rdness and trafficability as·presented in the DED 
report was found to be incorrect. This was due to the inclusion of .the R 
value (laye:r·ram hardness) for solid ground after the ram had penetrated the 

.processed snow. A new comp~tation of some of these ram hardnesses indicates 
that the minimum value of ram hardness ~equired for traffic may be closer 
to 300. · 

Duplicate rammsonde tests on the same snow prod~ce hardness values 
which differ by as much as 100 to 300 ." For extremely hard snow, the ram 
hardness is of the order of 1000-2000, so that a diffe.rence of 100-300 is· 
negligible. Hm·rever, when the ram hardness is less than 500, · a difference of 
100-300 may be sufficient to prevent the determination of the most effective 
of two processe·s. . This difference in ram hardness is probably due to the 
inhomogeneity of the processed snow and indicates that methods of processing 

, which do not give marked increases in hardne·ss require a considerable number 
of tests to obtain reliable hardness values.· Because of the large difference 
between duplicate determinations, a ram hardness of 400 is considered to be 
the minimum value for a traffic-bearing compacted surface. 

Pulvimixers 

Variations in the number of passes using a pulvimixer only (without 
heat) were tried on test strips and the hardness of the processed snow was 
measured with a rammsonde 24 hours later.* Hardness values obtained by 
varying the numb~r of passes of the pulvimixer are presented in Table I. 

* Unless otherwise stated, all hardness values in this re~ort are tne 
ram hardness of snow 24 hours after compaction. 

/ 
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Table I. 

Hardness of Snow as a Function of ~~ber of Passes of a Pulvimixer 

No. of passes 
of plLJ..vj_mixer 

, 
..L 

2 
3 ~(Mean ·of 

3 tests) 
5 (Mean of 

10 tests) 
10 (Mean of 

2 ter:;ts) 

Temperature of 
processed snow,°F 

19 
21 
20 

20 

17 

Ram hardness of snow 24 
hours after processing. 

166 
83 

108 

156 

231 

~ 
~ 

. When the data from the cold pu1vimixer processing is plotted 
(Fig. 2), the resulting curve indicates a relationship between hardness 
value and the number of passes by the pulvimixer. Before definite con
clusions are warranted, much more data on pulvimixer proqessing is required. 

Many tests were ITsde using both three and five passes of the 
pulvimixer on snow of different temperatures, and the results of these 
tests are presented in Table II. 

Table II. 

Effect of Temperature on Hardness of Processed Snow 

~emperature of snow Temperature of snow 
.No. of pc.sses :hmmediately 8.fter 24 hours after 
of pulvimixer processinSz°F processingz°F Hardness 

5 26 247 
5 23 8 236 
5 13 26 196 
5 22 21 108 
5 ~ 20 16 200 
5, 21 22 76 
5 20 15 88 
5 21 12 160 
5 15 20 94 

Mean 156 

3 8 19 112 
3 24 6 1~5 

3 '28 24 1()6 
Me~n 108 
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st~r 
Th~re does not &ppear ~o be &ny relation betw~en the temperature of e~ther 
the processed.o~ hardened snow and the hardness of the compacted snow as 
measured with the +-ammsonde. This result is contradictory to that obtained 
by Russian workers (Soviet Commission for Airfields and Roads, 1949~ and 
should be furth~r investigated. The di!fer.ence in mean hardness betw~en 
five and three passes of tne pulv~mi~er is less th~n the var~ation between 
d-uplicate tes.ts.and is th!=~e~ore not significant. 

Rollers 

Various ro~lers W~t-e used to compact the snow after it nad been 
processed by tpe pulvimifCer. 'l'he hardnes·s resulting f~om an equ.ivalent nun~l;er 
of passes. by each roll~r ov~r ~now is shown :in Table III. 

Table·:I:II. 

Ro~lef~ used ·after 5 passes of pulvimixer 

Rolle~ No. of passes Har<lness 

1\ubber~tired 1 148 
~oller 3 60 

5 70 
Segmented roller 1 235 

3 390 
5 200 

Rollers used after 5 passes of pulvimixer with heater A . 

Rubber~t:i,red, 

roJ,.le:r 
Segmented roller 

5 

5 710 

~o~lers used on ~processed snow 

Segmen~ed roller 
Cor~ugated roller 

5 
5 

293 
215 

Both the segmented roller and rubbe~-ti;red rolle~ appe~r to be more effective 
than the corrugated roller in producing ha~d snow. The rubber-tired roller 
produced harder snow than the f?egmented roJ,.ler when used,.after the heate;r 
pulvimixer, and th~ segmented roller produced harder snow than the rubber
tired roller when used after cold pulvimixing. 

W~en vartous type~ of rollers w~re used in combinatio~ with the 
pulvi~i~e~ and segmented roller, .the 24-hour ~am nardness w~s abo~t the 
same for all tests, indiqating that the add~tiop of a·different r.oller to 
the combination of pu+vi~ixer 'and segme~ted roller may have littie advapta,~e • 
The data fo~ these tri~ls are presented in Table IV. 
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:r~s$eS. of :pll1vimixer 

5 

5 

5 

Effect of Heat 

-Table IV. 

(1 corru~ted) 
( 1 segmented)· 

(3 g:rid) 
(1 segmented) 

(3 rubber-tir~) 
(1 segmented) 

Hardness 

27(!) 

210 

'rhe use of heat during processing has been sugge:;;,ted as a means of 
produci:p.g free water in the sno-vr or temporarily increasing the B..L"'D.oup.t of 
vapor in the voids, so that, when the temperature of the snow dec~eases 
aftel;" the heat source is removed, the freezing of the free vrater or th~. 
sublimation of the e~ce~s v&po;r will pr,oduce a large number of bonds between 
snow pa.rtic~es, ~esulting in hardeD snow. The effect of heat can be evalu
ated reli~bly oply oy us~ng the same equipment aqd pvocedures ~oth with and 
witho~t heat on the sam~ type of snow cover.. Tni~ was done in only two 
tests, an~ th~ results (Table V) indicate that use of heat will undoubtedly 
proquce harde~ -snow. · . · ' 

Table V. 

Influence of Heat on Hardness of Compacted ·snow 

Equipmen,t_ 

5 PM+5RTR + l Steel R 

Temperature of 
processed ~nov, 

OF 

5 f.M W/H+5R~~ + 1 Steel R* 
24 
27 

* W/H indicates with heater 
5 PM indica~es 5 p~sses of pulvimixe~ 

. Temperature of snow 
24 hour~ after .proc
essing °F·. 

·--..... --,~·-"-"'· .. ·"----.....~--

20 
20 

5 RTR indica,tes · 5 · passes with :r"Libber.:.tire'd roller 
1 Steel R· indicates 1 pass with steel rolle:r 

Hardness 

187 
510 

Three types of heaters were used in these trials. Heater "A" 
had an output ·of 1. 8 million B. t, 1.1/Hr. H~ater~ "B" and "G '' each :p~oduced 
4. 22 million B "t. u/hr. The difference b~tween "B" and "C" is i.p. t-he methoa 
used to discharge the hot gapes ipto the· snow durip.g processing, Heater '·'B 11 

applies tl;le hE?at to the ;rear of the p14vimixer canopy; heater ".A." directs 
the hot gas to th~ fro~t of the canopy~ 
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. Further evidence that the use of heat in·compaction processes may 

produce hard~r $UOW is shown by the plot of the frequency distribution for 
hardness in Figure 3· The data used in this figure were derived from 55 
te~ts using heat and 30 tests not using heat. All other variations in 
processing m~thods were disregarded· in preparing this figure. 

The results of a number of tests to dete~mine the heater p~oducing 
the harde~t snow are shown in Tabl~ VI. 

r_rable VI. 

Ef.feqt of Heat~r Type on Hardness of Compacted Snow 

5 PM W/H "A" + 5 S~gmented Roller 
5 PM W/H "B" + 5 Segmented Rollc;:r 
5. PM W/H "C" + 5 .segmented Roller 

Pr~com!'§:ction 

~am hardness 24 ho~s after 
;processing , , , 

548 
2025 
609 

Compaction with a roller ;prior. .to pulvimiX,:i..ng of the snow 
app~rently does. not prod:qce h~:rder sr+ow than pul vim:i.x:ing without p:+ecom
pactiono The :r~sults of te~tsp~;r-fo;t;mc;:d with a.n.d withou,t precompaction are 
present.ed in Table VII. ·· 

Co~tion method 
·- . '. ... .., ,H 

5 Seg 1\oller + 6-hour delay + 
3 f'M ·~~ /H "B" + 5 Seg Ro~LJ-er 
3 :PM \v /H '~" + 5 $~g Roll.er 
5 Seg Roller + 6-ho~ delay + 
5 PM W/H "B" + 5 Seg Roller 
5 PM W/H "B" + 5 Seg Roller 

Time De~~X during Pro?~ss ing 

Table Vll! 

788 
554 

1806 
2317 

The effeGt of both short and long delays between pulvimixing and 
rolling -vras stud :Led~ The results · ind:Lcate that a delay in rolling after 
pulvimixing with hea.t d:id not result in lower ha:r.dness values than rolling 
immediately after pulvimixing~ Table VIII gives the results of si~ tests 
using the. sarae equipment but vary;i.ng the time between :pulvimbcing and rolliug~ 
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Table VIII. 

Effect of Del~y. between Pulvimixing and Rolling 

Methqd 
Hours of delay between 
Jt~~v.i.ntixi~g .~dq rolling . 

5 PM W /H ''B" + 5 Segmen~ed :Roller 
5 PM W/H 11C II + 5 Segmented lioller 

II 

II 

5 I'M + 5 Rubbet-tired f\oll,er + . 
1 Steel Roller 

" 

0 
2 
·4 
6 
0· 

24 

Comparison of Heater Proces$es on Virgin and Processed Snow 
,, ..... ; . . . . ; ..•. 

Hardness 

224 
334 
380 
347 
;187 

32~ 

Heater pu~vimixing \vas trieq on both virgin ~nd· :p:reviously 
pulv:imi~ec1 snovr in a n,u.rnbe;r of tests. Tne res14.t:ing hardness was about the· 
same in a;l~ test{3 ~s {3hown. in Table IX. This informat'ion indicatee; that 
there ~y be no advantage in J;'\lJ.vimiiing or agitGtting snow be;fore heat 
processing. 

T9-ble· IX. 

He~ter Pulvimixing·of both Virgin an.d Processed Snow 

Method 

5 PM + 24 h:J;" + 5 PM 1-J/H. "A" (Processed snow) 
· · 5 PM W/E "A" (Virgin snow) 

5 PM w /H -"A II ( II " ) 

5 PM + 24. hr + 5 l?M W/H "C rr (Ppocessed · snovr) 
5 PM W /H "C" (V :irgin snow) 

Age Hardening 

Hardness 

),.43 
137 
120 
172 
341 

Four different compaction methods were tested on adjacent strips 
of a snow cover at the saple time. T.h:Ls makes it possible to disregard the 
effect of weather on t:1,ge hardening, sin~e all· of the co;mp~cted spow was 
·subject to the f?an+e weather cond:i.tions. The hardness of· each compacted 
snow strip wa\5 me~sured opoe o:r t"tv:Lce each day fo~ · ll day$ aft~r ·compaction. 
Two of the proc~ssing methods produced only slight inc~easeE3 in.the hardness 
a.nd two :produced larg~ ;increases in the snow h~rQ.n.ess~ TheparQ.ness values 
for two ~ests p~oducing the la+ge incre~ses in hardness ~re plotted in 
Figure 4, each p,Oirl;t be :i,.ng a.p S.ve:nage o:f two to th:ree . Jllea.suren+lep.t~.. The a~!.~· 
tem~ratures fo~ the. s~~ :pe:riod·a.;re plotted. ~lso. 
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The same p:rocessing methods but different types of rollers vle:be 
used in the methods labeled "A" and "B" in Figure 4. The use of the rubber-

• ti:J;"ed roller (metpod "A") appears to have produced a harder snow than the 
segmented roller in these t~sts. These tests are the same as those usec1 
for·evaluating :roller types. in 'Table III, where it was shown that the 
rubber-tired roller wa~·more effective than the segmented roller following 
he~ter pulvimi~ing. 

The age-hardening proGess appears to be independent of air 
temperature, since the trend of air temperatures frb:Ql the beg;i:rini:ng of 
:processing wa~ upward and yet hardness increas~d durh~g this period. Later, 
when air temper~tures showed a decreasing trendJ .the hardness of both test 
strips reached ~ maximum and then began to Q.ecrease. The ;fact that the 
hardness of botn strips began to d,ecrease while afr temperatures we:re 
decreasing indicated tpat age ha+d.ening is more a ftn+ct~on of time thap of 
eit:he~ the air temperature or the snow temperature. 

Between o600, ~ Marqh, and.i200J .6 Mar~h, the n~dness of strip A 
(figure 4) appeared to be inversely related to air·te~eratures. This 
suggests that changes in the hardness of age-harqened snow a;re related to 
air temperature after tpe age-hardening period, which is in ag~eement with 
most other reports that the colder.the snow after compaction, the greater 
is its traffic-supporting capo.city. 

A number of tests were ~de in which five passes cf th~ :pulvimixer 
were used and the h~~ness measured 24 hours after processing. A plot of 
hardness v~lue ~gainst the mean air temperatuTe dl).ring the hardeni.ng period 

I (Fig. 5) indicates tpe minor influence of air temperature on the initial 
age-hardening process • 

In Figure 6, the s~e hardness values are p~otted ~gqinst the 
difference between tpe ~ean air temperqture during the hardening ~nd t~e 
sno-vr temperature after procet3sing. This val1,1e may be considered an ~nde~ 
of the change in sno-vr temperature d"lJri:pg harQ.ening. The correlation coef
ficient (r). between these two variables is 0.47. 

'The coeffici-ent of deteJ;mination, r 2
J is the proportion of total 

variance, which has been explained-. For the data in Figure 5, r2 = 0. 02 
indicating that only 2 percent of t4e variation in hardness may be attri
buted to the meap air·temperature during the hardening period. For Figtire 
6, r 2 = 0.22 indiQating that 22 percent of th~ variation in hardness can 
be attributed to changes in snow temperat~re during age hardeniqg. These 
results suggest that the erir temperature may affect age hardeniq.g only when 
changes in snow tempe~tu~e a~e producedo 

Further evi~ence tpat age hardening is independent of air temJ?erat~e 
is presented in Figure 7~ In this example, the same processing method was 
used for botb trials. It is evident that the hardness of snow increased 
du,ring the first 6 hou,r$ G,fter processtng in both tests, altho1,lgh tpe air 

· temperature was increasing in ope case an~ decreasing in the other case. 

@®lHBU&\!L ' , .... •' . '... . . . '. 
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Fig. 1+. Ram hardness as a function of time after compaction 
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Denstty ~f .co!JIP~c~ed. Snow . 

During some of the snow compaction tests, it was observed that the 
measured density of snow 24 hours after processingwas greater than the 
density of snow immediately after processing. This observation was checked 
by plottin.g these v~lues (Fig. 8). If tnere were no change in density, 
th$ :p.oin,ts would be scatte:r;ed along the 45-degr~e line. H9wever, &bout 
three times as rnehy points occur above the 45-degree line as below it, 
indicating the possibility of ~ome actual increa~e in density of the proces.:.<ed. 
snow during"the 24 hours after processing, Data on the depth of snow we;re 
availab:Le for immediately after. processing but not fo;r 24 :hours l~ter, so 
that it if? not possibl~ to tell vrh~ther the increase in den.~ity is due to 
f.urtner settling of the cornpacteQ. snow. Mo~e precise measurements ap.d mv,ch 
mo:re dat~ arr neqess~cy befo:re the appa:r;en~.change in density canbe 
explained. . · . . 

SUMMAR~ 

Analysis of the data ~vailable to SIPRE does not permit derivation 
of definite conclu.s:Lon.s on compaction rqethodB·. The follm'~~ing deductions 
from tbe analysis of the data ar.e presentta as a guide to the pla~in,g of 
future trials., 

1. The hardness of snow is related to the number of p~sses by 
the pulvimixer. 

2, Both the segmented :::'Oller and rubber··tired roller a:re more 
effective in compacting :processed sno-vr than either the corr1,1gated or steel 
roller •. 

3. Th~ use of hc:::at· during pulvimixing results· in harder snow 
than pulvimixing without heat. 

4. The hardness of snow increases witn the number of passes by 
the pulvimixer when heat ~s also applied. Trial results do not indicate 
the number of :passes which will produ,ce maximl.Wl hardness. 

5 .. P~ecompacti.on with rolJ,.ers prior to pulvimixing does.not 
produce great~r hardnes? than pulvimi~ing·virgin snow. 

6. · The hardnes:;; of snow does not appear to be influenced _by a 
moderate delay between pu;lvimixing ap.d rollj_ng. 

7. Age hardening of snow a:}?pears to be related to the change 
in temperature in processed snow. It appears also to be a function of time. 

8. Results of 94 measurements :Lnd.ico.te that the density qf snow 
24 .hours after processing may ·be greater than the density ilmnediately afte:t.' 
processing. 
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S£€RET 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

'Ji. ':F.utur~· .corn.pac·t.:,roJi. 'wQr.k. .s:hoUillcl. Be plaooed: to provi'd:e ·:a :more 
f.e.l:i,.a.l)j~e· evaluation. of ·t>h~ :ef'f.'eet~tvenes·s of t:he varfibtfs 'fypes tif ·e·q~ipnient 
·1:rr: 'snow ...:,c·oriffiact J:.oh ·.m€HiH10Cit:r. 

''(~~) ,~~;~t~:~~J2!eea;!~ ;~:!:~~~~~~~~~a ,,gt,r 'bemperature, 

{~} ~:~~'i'~tioh''·\b~t*eeh age ~\~'a~'cfe'ti1fi~ :·~a:ria ';:t~mp·e'r.a t\J.re ;'df 
··p:x;-ocessed :.:s·now. · 

(c) 

; (d) 

'~~:~t~;!~t:1~;~~~;:~~i!~~~:!~~1r~~~!r:::~ 
'" qf snow arid a~·:g-±-ee of''hci:gitat·ibn ·· (So~:Le-t ···Corrirliissidn 
··f·or Airfields. ~nd Roads, 1949). 

: ·~t·£~6t \~·:f'¢;~~rio~ artd air ···±:emper~t'u:te ··6I?.:·!,8:ge~ha:!:\dene·d ~snow 
a;rter ''hafdenitlg 'pr9cess ,. ceases. 

~· ; ~~· t-

;::;.,.,,. ·:.~\,•} •0 t??!'~·~4.' .·• .. ~he ~r6~t~t"'8li'fu~~fhi~~fuertts' r'~coinmend~dl: J.n':the'('rrtinti~'es~:;6f~~the 
. $.econd SIPRE Snovi: Compacti'8n Cofiferen~e·l, {R~port 3, :. 1951)'' shoMa:.: be;::.·:ro;iT'Owed 
· in future trials. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
·9 

10 

1st Series 

Pass Pulvj_mixer with heater type 11B" 
II 'II 

r::: 
..) 

" II 

" II 

" II 

* 11 " 
II II 

" II 

II II 

" " 

Table X. 

Passes Pulv:;i.mixer with heater type r:Brr·.+ 1 
II' 

+ 2 
II 

+ 3 
II 

+ 4 
" + 5 
II 

+ 1 
..1-

" + 2 
II 

+ 3 
" + 4 
rr + 5 

* If, in the first series of tests, 5 passes of pulvirDixer with heater type "B" produces 
the hardest snow,·it is then used with different r-oJ..lers in the set:!ond series. 

** If 5 passes of :pulvimixer with heater type "B": + 5 passes of r11bber-tired roller 
produces the hardest snow,· it would be. the recommended procedure . 

.. 

Pass 

Pass 

'Seg Roller· 
II" 

II. 

" 
" 
Rubber-tire& 
" 
" 

·II 

" 

Roller 

I 
(\J 
(Y') 

I 

** 
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